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ABSTRACT
This work contributes to the multimedia security fields by given that more protected
steganography technique which ensures message confidentiality and integrity. An Advanced
Least Significant Bit (ALSB) technique is presented in order to meet audio steganography
requirements, which are imperceptibility, capacity, and robustness. An extensive evaluation
study was conducted measuring the performance of proposed NLSB algorithm. A set of factors
were measured and used during evaluation, this includes; Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)
and Bit Error Rate. MP3 Audio files from five different audio generators were used during
evaluation. Results indicated that ALSB outperforms standard Least Significant Bit (SLSB)
technique. Moreover, ALSB can be embedding an utmost of 750 kb into MP3 file size less than 2
MB with 30db average achieving enhanced capacity capability.
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1. INTRODUCTION
There is a continuous challenge in securing digital transmission between network nodes against
any form of penetration and intrusion. Ensuring security of information requires considering three
main components confidentially, integrity, and availability. This can be conducted through
techniques, described as steganography and cryptography [1].
Cryptography is the process of encryption and decryption of a digital data. However,
cryptography techniques are considered week or consume high resources. Steganography is
mainly based on covering digital data in a safe digital carrier [2]. Steganography is utilized for
hiding secret messages in ancient times [3]. According to [4], steganography can be described as
a method of hiding secondary information (e.g. file or message) within primary information,
known as the carrier or host, with no effect on the size of information and without causing any
form of distortion. The information is embedded within a media expressed as a bit stream, stego
signal or sequence [5].
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Watermarking is another technique that is used to insert watermark into host cover to protect
information such as copyright for hosts [6]. Steganography and watermarking usually embed
information in host media in a transparent manner [7]. However, considering watermarking, the
process requires compromising intentional attacks and preventing any cause of information
destruction by insuring robustness and protecting signals quality [6]. Watermarking is the most
suitable technique in scenarios where hidden information knowledge can result in information
manipulations [7].
The strength of steganographic technique is based on saving the data in the carrier medium
against attacks or alteration. Audio files are considered very suitable media providing different
compression rates and allow performing steganography in MP3 format. Audio stenographic
methods based on SLSB have gained continuous concern. However, this technique has limitations
in security, capacity and imperceptibility. In addition, to date, embedding messages after audio
compression has not been widely considered. Accordingly, this work investigates standard audio
steganographic techniques and addresses its weaknesses and presents an Advanced Least
Significant Bit (ALSB) technique in order to improve robustness and security of the standard
LSB algorithm.

2. STANDARD LEAST SIGNIFICANT BIT
Standard Least significant bit (SLSB) algorithm is considered simplest steganographic method
[8]. In SLSB, secret message and cover are converted to stream of bits. One or more bit of secret
massage are used to replace cover LSB bits. Afterwards, bits stream are sent to the receiver which
uses the same algorithm to extract the embded message [9]. SLSB uses least significant bits of the
cover and utilizes sequential embedding. This result in clear suspicion secret message location
within the cover files [10]. Hence, it is easier to detect and extract the secret message by the
attacker [11]. In order to enhance the efficiency of SLSB algorithm security, a generator
described as pseudorandom number (PN) is used [12]. However, the use of PN has incurred time
limitations, because using PN requires more time to operate.
A few research works have been conducted in the area of MP3 audio steganography more
specially while considering embedding after compression [11]. The cause might be the weakness
of this technique in achieving a good well expansion of information data steganography, and in
some cases results in low quality sound. The MP3 file is compression file that means is not
flexible as well as the size is less compared to other audio file types [12]. The Embedding secret
message by using after compression methods is able to create audio corruption. Two methods
after compression are used to embed secret message: embedding in header frames and embedding
in audio data.

2.1 EMBEDDING IN HEADER FRAMES
Before describing methods using header frames to embed secret message, MP3 file structure is
explained. MP3 file is divided into header frames and audio data frames. Techniques used for
encoding MP3 files are: constant bit rate CBR, average bit rate ABR and variable bit rate VBR.
These methods are expected to use padding bytes. Several methods have utilized unused bits in
header frames and padding bytes before all frames and between frames, in order to replace bits
from secret message. However, weaknesses of these methods include; limited capacity and
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security. Using padding stuffing byte technique [13], the sender converts empty information in
padding byte in the cover with secret message. However, the capacity of embedded secret
message depends on the size of padding byte, which was added in the cover file using encoding
methods: CBR, VBR and ABR. At the receiver side, information search within stego file is
applied to find the location of padding byte in the cover and extract the secret message. Unused
bits in header frames such as private bit, copyright bit, original bit, and emphasis bit can be used
to embed secret message without affects the quality of sound [13]. This technique replaces bit
from secret message with a bit in the header. However, using this technique it is easily to extract
the secret message from the header and change it from attackers.
Using Before All Frames (BAF) technique [14], researchers develop new technique to embed
hole secret message before the first frames in the header. The secret message with encrypted text
is embedded in a cover file, will have a maximum size of 15 KB, however the size will reach 30
KB without using encryption. This technique is better capacity compared with padding and
unused bit, but also is less security without using encryption method before embedding the secret
message. In addition, Between Frames (BF) methods divide the secret message before embedding
it into small size cover file [14]. This method depends on the size of secret message, and on the
spaces between frames of the cover file. The maximum size of secret message can be embedded
is not fixed, because it can expanded the size of the cover file. The advantages of BF technique
are high capacity and imperceptibility, but the disadvantages are less security and robustness. It
can be concluded that all methods of header frame are facing limited robustness against attackers
[14].

2.2 EMBEDDING IN AUDIO DATA:
Several methods have addressed security problems in embedding the secret message in audio data
using header frames. [14] presents a new method that embeds one, two, three or four bits from
MP3 file by replacing one or two or three or four bits from the secret message, described in text
format. The first byte from the cover file is selected randomly. Using this method, random
position in the cover file is chosen to start embedding the secret message. This is sequentially
repeated to embed the secret message in the cover file. The drawback for using this method is
limited robustness as well as the random position it was used is not permanent with a fixed size.

3. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
To address limitations of embedding algorithms after compression, this work introduces a new
technique in LSB. The algorithm is described as Advanced Least Significant Bit (ALSB)
technique, which is developed to increase the security of secret message, and improves the
method of embedding the secret message in the host file. The main problem in LSB is its
weaknesses against intentional or unintentional attacks on the secret message. In ALSB, the
sender side uses random position selection from initial 100 byte from the host file. Moreover, the
value of LSB and MSB is used to select the bit location required to be embedded in the secret
message. If LSB and MSB have the same value, ALSB uses 4 bits from the secret message in
order to embed from location two to five of each byte. Otherwise, the technique uses just two bits
from secret message to embed it in location two and three. This methodology has increased the
security of LSB. The ALSB algorithm pseudo code is discussed below:
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Algorithm: Advanced Least Significant Bit Algorithm
1:
// H is the host file and SM is the secret message and H,SM are the inputs.
2:
// H' is the host file (H+SM) and H' is output
3:
// beginning to read host file H from initial bit and save it in H'.
4:
start
5:
For i = 1 to Size of (H) do
6:
{ H'i ← Hi
7:
}
8: // Create random position from earliest 100 byte in the host file by
using random generation method Rp
9:
// H' is the input
10:
// Rp is the output
11:
For i=1 to 100
12:
do
13: // choosing the random byte
14:
{ Rp = position ( i )
15:
}
16: // begin to create H' by using ALSB technique to insert message blocks MB
17:
For i= Rp to size of (H')
18:
do
19:
{ For j=1 to L (MB)
20:
do
21:
{ Read the LSB and MSB value from the byte}
22:
if the LSB+MSB = 00 or 11 then
23:
{ embed MB from 2nd to 5th position }
24:
else if LSB+MSB= 10 or 01 then
25:
{ embed MB from 3rd to 4th }
26:
Go to next byte
27:
}
28:
}
After the sender side implements ALSB technique, the stego object is constructed. To evaluate
stego object before send it via internet, the PSNR and BER methods are used to introduce the
results of noise in stego object. At the receiver side, inverse method is applied to predict the
secret message from the stego object. This prediction is based on the secret information received
from safe channel.

4. MEASUREMENT AND EVALUATION
This section describes main measurement metrics used to evaluate the proposed NLSB in terms
of reliability, imperceptibility and performance. These metrics include peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR), and Bit Error Rates (BER). PSNR is the statistical value (ratio) that compared a signal's
maximum power with power of the signal's noise, it logarithmic scale and expressed in decibels
(db) [15]. However, PSNR is the peak error measure. The PSNR is error metrics used for quality
measurement. The PSNR value of the new algorithm is compared with PSNR of the SLSB
algorithm. Low when PSNR value is high, this describes better quality [16]. The PSNR equation
is shown below:
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Where MAX is the maximum differentiation of the inputs (host file sample) compared with stego
object in order to validate if the stego object holds secret data or not.
The second metric used is Bit Error Rates (BER) which measures bit errors in a file, beside the
summation number of bits required for the spread during a time period. The BER is the statistical
measures in telecommunication transmission, the ratio result is percentage of a bit including
errors comparing to entire bits. This measure is expressed as ten to a negative power. If the results
is low data rate that means is very high in a transmission [15]. In addition, the BER is a measure
of bit error probability. BER is considered more accurate while considering increased number of
bit errors and long interval. BER is also used to measure the successful recovery of the hidden
information. This will have its high effect in real communication channel where errors exists
retrieving hidden information. BER is computed as described in the following equation:

Where L is the length, H is host file and H' is stego object.
Table 1 describes audio generators used during the experiment and explains specifications of each
audio file including duration in minutes and size in Mbps. These audio clips were used in the
evaluation study to measure the effectiveness of the proposed ALSB technique comparing to
Standard LSB (SLSB) and XLSB techniques.
Table 1. Audio file specifications
Name of Audio
generator

Time
(Minute)

Size under
320kbps (MB)

Pop

3:10

8.9

Rock

3:40

9.9

Blues

3:45

10.7

Hip-hop

4:30

12.4

Dance

5:30

14.2

Metal

7:00

14.8

As shown in table 2, proposed ALSB achieved high PSNR values comparing to SLSB [17] and
eXtended LSB (XLSB) methods [18] for all audio files. XLSB was presented and evaluated in
[18]. While performing a T-Test between PSNR values of ALSB and SLSB the result in
(p=0.00088), which indicates a significant difference between these PSNR values with an
advantage to ALSB. Moreover, the BER result confirmed that the proposed ALSB over
performed SLSB and XLSB. ALSB algorithm achieved the lowest BER values comparing to
other algorithms. T-test between BER values of ALSB and SLSB results in (p = 0.0000735103),
which ensures a significant difference between BER values with an advantage to ALSB.
Accordingly, the proposed ALSB achieved high performance and outperformed SLSB
algorithms.
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Table 2 PSNR and BER results
Name of
Audio
generator
Pop

XLSB
PSNR

SLSB
PSNR

ALSB
PSNR

XLSB
BER

SLSB
BER

ALSB
BER

67.0086

61.1675

69.0515

0.04

0.05

0.0025

Rock

66.758

61.9193

68.0656

0.038

0.041

0.0024

Blues

67.9554

62.4768

68.5194

0.037

0.04

0.0024

Hip-hop

58.8168

62.8794

59.9845

0.035

0.038

0.0022

Dance

65.2817

62.7883

66.4976

0.034

0.037

0.002

Metal

66.8681

62.9386

67.8172

0.031

0.034

0.0019

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the PSNR and BER results for XLSB, SLSB and ALSB techniques.

Figure1. PSNR Comparison Results

Figure2.BER Comparison Results

5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has investigated audio steganography, particularly with respect to MP3 files after
compression. In this concern, a new algorithm known as Advanced least significant bit algorithm
(ALSB) was presented aiming to meet audio steganography requirements including;
imperceptibility, capacity, and robustness. The proposed ALSB enhances steganography
efficiency, by not embedding the message in every byte of audio file. Alternatively, the location
of the first bit to be embedded is selected randomly and remaining bits are embedded considering
odd and even byte values in the audio file.
ALSB algorithm is considered an extension of standard least significant bit (SLSB). SLSB holds
sufficient information about cover format bits which are not manipulated. This increased errors or
distortions. In this work, ALSB was implemented and evaluated with comparison to SLSB.
Measurements and results indicated that in ALSB achieved improved capacity and increased
PSNR values (as imperceptibility representative) comparing to other methods such as SLSB and
XLSB. In addition, ALSB has shown an increased robustness against attacks by applying BER.
Accordingly, experiments show that ALSB method achieves increased average of capacity,
improved imperceptibility and advanced robustness.
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